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Abstract— In the domain of data mining, utility mining is 

the new development area. Due to anti-monotonicity 

property utility mining is the complicated with itemset share 

framework. There exist several techniques on mining utility 

with two phase candidate generation approach. However, 

such approach is inefficient as well as not scalable for huge 

dataset. In two phase candidate generation approach, 

scalability issue is detected in case of huge number of 

candidates. The proposed system is efficiently identifying 

high utility itemsets without candidate generation. Reverse 

enumeration tree is introduced to reduce search space by 

utility upper bound. d2 HUP enables to compute tight bound 

efficient pruning & directly discovers the  HUI in scalable 

as well as efficient way. Along with the proposed work, 

system can also discover the top-k itemsets from extracted 

results. With the experimental results, we have to show that 

the time required for pattern enumeration is very less using 

d2HUP algorithm than the existing techniques of candidate 

set generation. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Due to rapid development of database techniques which 

facilitates the storage and usage of massive data from 

business, corporations, governments and scientific 

organizations, there is certain of attentions has received that 

how to collect valuable information from different 

databases. Among all issues HUI i.e. high utility itemset 

mining problem is derived from the problem of frequent 

itemset mining. Frequent itemset mining is an approach of 

discovering frequent itemsets from transaction databse. 

Itemset frequency is measured with the support of itemset 

such as, number of transactions involved in itemset. There 

are many applications of mining high itemsets from 

database to identify interestingness of valuable data. In 

frequent itemset mining [4] [7] pattern is remarked as 

interesting if its frequency pass user specified threshold 

value. Frequent pattern mining is to discover frequently 

purchased products by customers. While purchasing 

products user interest may relate to many factors which 

required express the frequency of product. For instance, 

manager of supermarket may interest in extracting 

combinations of products with high profits and interests. It 

relates to unit profits and purchased product quantities 

which are not considered in mining frequent pattern mining. 

Itemset utility mining is proposed in shared framework for 

itemset mining. It addressed the limitations of frequent 

pattern mining i.e. FPM. There are several techniques 

existed which analyses the different domain of 

interestingness. Frequent pattern mining algorithm has anti-

monotonicity property which is not applied on utility mining 

approach and also it gets complicated in shared framework. 

Previously, for utility itemset mining two-phase candidate 

generation algorithm is proposed which causes inefficiency 

and scalability issues for huge dataset [4] [15]. In two phase 

candidate generation approach, in first phase pattern having 

high utility get identified where is in second phase, database 

is scanning one more time to discover any remaining 

candidate of high utility pattern. The first phase contains 

many long transactions or sometimes minimum utility small 

threshold. It is inefficient task and required strong pruning 

of vertical data structure. To mine frequent patterns it 

explores regular set enumeration in a reverse lexicographic 

order.  HUIMiner algorithm is less efficient than two phase 

algorithm when mining large databases due to inefficient 

join operations, lack of strong pruning, and scalability issue 

with its vertical data structure. There D2HUP  algorithm is 

proposed to address key challenges in existing approaches. 

It is used for utility mining with the itemset share 

framework. In proposed system following are the 

contributions such as: 

To directly discovers high utility patterns in a 

single phase without generating high TWU patterns 

(candidates). For this, powerful pruning technique is 

utilized. It is based on tight upper bounds on utilities. It is 

based on closure and singleton property which deals with 

dense data and it enhances the efficiency. 

A linear data structure known as, “CAUL” is 

proposed to represent the original utility information in raw 

data.  

System reads the transaction from input dataset file 

generates XU table and reverse set enumeration tree which 

will be further used in DFS approach. XUT is the eXternal 

Utility Table which contains different items and their 

respective prices. Using this XUT table Transaction 

weighted utility is calculated for each item. And CAUL is 

generated for each transaction having items value reater than 

min util.  

Rest part of this paper contains existing work of 

utility mining, proposed system, it’s algorithm and 

mathematical representation etc.  

II. RELATED WORK 

D2HUP, algorithm seems to be novel solution for mining 

utility itemsets in distributed framework. Basically, it 

addresses the issues like, scalability and efficiency. It 

extracts HUP from huge transactional databases i.e. TWU. 

Pruning approach is used to maintain strenghth of proposed 

algorithm. 

The proposed algorithm utilises the singleton 

property to improve the efficiency of dense data. CAUL is 

the linear data structure which is used to represent the 

information of unrefined data utility. Frequent pattern 

mining outputs the  Constraints based mining data structure 

[1]. 

To solve the problem in existing methods Apriori 

and AprioriTid are used. By merging both algorithm 
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scalability property is increased. The concept of basket data 

is defined as the large amount of application database from 

which set of association rules are identified. To extract ‘n’-

number of patterns from the large database multiple ‘n’ 

database scanning or passes are required. Both Apriori and 

AprioriTid are different from AIS and SETM algorithms. 

AprioriTid counts the support of candidate itemsets after 

first pass. The merged algorithm AprioriHybrid is much 

relevant to the Apriori and AprioriTid algorithms but it 

outputs the better performance [2]. 

Chowdhury.F.A, S.K. Tanbeer et al. [3], 

represented the efficient incremental performance and HUP 

mining.  To fulfill this task in this paper they proposed three 

tree structures. These are namely, Lexicographic tree, 

Transaction frequency tree and transaction weighted 

utilization tree. All of this helps to reduce the mining time. 

The proposed tree structures are scalable and efficient for 

incremental and HUP mining. In this they measure the 

importance of itemset by the concept of utility. The 

proposed solution can work for various application areas 

such as, stock tickers, traffic management of network, web 

logs discovery, call records identification etc.  To solve the 

mining problem “build once mine many” property is 

required. It is the property mainly works for the mining of 

high utility patterns in incremental database. From these 

entire three tree structure Lexicographic tree is very simple 

and easy structure for handling and managing. It also does 

not require any reconstruction operation rather than the 

updating databases.  But the small reconstruction IHUPTF-

Tree required minimum memory whereas; IHUPTWU Tree 

required minimum execution time. Pattern growth approach 

negates the level-wise candidate generation. Experimental 

test conducted on real time dataset namely, chain-store. The 

performance analysis represented that the proposed tree 

structures are efficient for HUP mining.  

C.H.Cai, W.C.Fu et al [4], proposed two algorithms 

namely, MINWAL (O) and MINWAL (W). In the discovery 

of association rule mining all the items in database treated 

uniformly. To address the problem in existing techniques 

proposed algorithm uses k-support bound in the process of 

mining. Mining weighted association rule is an efficient 

algorithm for extracting mining binary association rules 

which is known as AprioriGen. Both proposed algorithms 

works under the two conditions such as, unnormalised and 

normalized case. In this MINWAL (W) cannot be applied to 

the normalized case. The experimental results shows that the 

time required for execution get decreased for smaller hash 

tree due to less searching time. 

TWU algorithm is discussed by A. Erwin, et al. [5]. 

It is based on closed utility pattern tree data structure. A 

parallel projection scheme is also proposed by them. For 

mining HUI from the huge database CTU-Mine algorithm is 

utilized which discovers the TWU items. It is two phase 

algorithm.  For high utility pattern mining Compressed 

Utility Pattern Tree (CUP) is discussed by them. For 

subsequent mining parallel projection approach is used 

which generates the subdivision in subsequent mining. Anti-

monotone property of TWU is used to reduce the pruning 

space. They extend their work to minimizing the 

computation in huge databases by implementing sampling 

based approximation. 

Frequent itemset mining is discussed by L. Geng et 

al., [6]. Apriori algorithm is proposed to mine frequent 

itemsets and also it helps to reduce the search space of 

itemsets. They have proposed the various types of measures 

for frequent itemset mining. Objectives like subjective and 

semantic based measures utilize the background knowledge 

and goals of user’s for itemset mining which is suitable for 

interactive data mining. The problem of frequent mining is 

real human interest still remains an open challenging issue. 

User interactions are crucial in the identification of rule 

interestingness. 

Shared confidence framework is discussed by R. 

Hilderman et al[7], which discovers the internal idea or 

knowledge from databases. With this framework they have 

addressed the problem of mining itemsets from market 

basket data. There are two types of goals focused by them 

such as, to introduce measures of itemset and the other is 

discovery of profiles of customers. Measures of itemset are 

practically useful for commonly support measure whereas, 

other is beneficial in extracting which is done by splitting 

them into individual classes. Apriori algorithm to make 

discovery of association rules between large databases 

itemsets.   

T.Y. Lin, Y.Y. Yao et al. [8], considered the 

framework for value added association rules. In this 

framework, they re-examined few issues and open upd doors 

for probabilistic approach for the domain of data mining. 

The value added rules extends the standard association rules 

by considering semantic data. In this no apriori criteria is 

used for value added. In future work they planned for 

searching more results.   

Yu-Chiang Li, Jieh-Shan Yeh [9], proposed IIDS 

i.e. Isolated Items Discarding Strategy. It is implemented to 

address the problem in previously proposed apriori pruning 

algorithm which cannot identify high utility itemsets.  The 

proposed IIDS is utility mining algorithm; it reduces the 

candidates and enhanced the performance. In this paper, 

IIDS to ShFSM and DCG applies two methods FUM and 

DCG+.  These methods are implemented respectively.  IIDS 

provides an efficient way to designed critical operations by 

using transaction weighted downward closure. The proposed 

IIDS can be applied on traditional Apriori algorithms to 

extend the scope of IIDS to specific classification model. In 

further implementation they discussed about classification 

problems in data mining. They were planned to combined 

classification and the association rule mining i.e. established 

the connection between mining utility and associative 

classification.  

Ying Liu, W.K. Liao [10], represented the ARM 

i.e. Association Rule Mining technique. It discovers the 

frequent itemsets from the large database and considered 

individual item to generate association rules. ARM only 

reflects impact of frequency of the presence and absence of 

an item. An anti-monotone property is used to discover 

frequent itemsets.  Mining using Expected Utility (MEU) is 

used to prune the search space by anticipating the high 

utility k-itemsets.  In the section of experimental analysis 

they analyzed the scalability and accuracy of results. Finally 

it is seems that in this paper, Two-phase algorithm can 

efficiently extract HUI.  

IIDS is proposed by Y.Chiang et al in [9]. It is 

Isolated Items Discarding Strategy. It is utility mining 
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algorithm used to address the issues of previous apriori 

pruning algorithm in which high utility itemsets cannot be 

identified. There are two methods namely, FUM and DCG+ 

implemented for ShFSM and DCG respectively. It gives the 

efficient solution for critical operations which utilizes the 

transaction weighted downward closure property.   It can be 

applicable on existing Apriori algorithms to extend the IIDS 

scope to the specific model. The problem in classification 

model is also discussed by them in which connection is 

established between mining utility and associative 

classification. 

FP-growth algorithm is proposed by J. Pei et al., 

[11]. They have contributed appropriate ordering of items 

and also shows the effectiveness of proposed algorithm. 

There are two ways defined for incorporating classes’ 

constraints. The concept of convertible constraints 

introduced to divide three classes such as, convertible anti-

monotone, convertible monotone and strongly convertible. 

The convertible constrains are fundamental to the apriori 

framework this is the reason behind fast development of 

mining algorithm. 

Silberschatz, et al., [12][13], differentiated the 

measure into actionable, unexpected and examined the 

relationship between them. MaxEnt model is represented by 

T.D. Bie [13]. It is used to shuffle randomization and hence 

it is computationally more efficient. MaxEnt model is 

proposed for efficient computations. They defined different 

ways in the MaxEnt model that can be used efficiently for 

sampling random databases which is helpful to satisfy the 

prior information. The parallel to this work, in this paper 

author made the investigation of MaxEnt modeling strategy 

for different types of data like, relational databases.  

CHARM is proposed by M.J. Zaki [14]. It is the 

algorithm for mining closest frequent itemsets. FPM 

discovers the association rules for multidimentional pattern 

mining and also addressed the issues in existing frequent 

pattern mining. The proposed apriori algorithm uses BFS 

approach for enumerating pruning search space. There are 

two types of solutions are given to mine long patterns from 

which first one discover maximum frequent patterns having 

fewer magnitude than the  frequent patterns and the other 

mines frequent closed itemsets. CHARM discovers the 

itemsets and transaction space over novel tree called as, 

itemsettidset tree (IT). The proposed approach utilizes the 

hash-based code to reduce the non-closed itemsets at the 

time of subsumption verification. CHARM-L algorithm is 

developed to structure the itemsets. CHARM-EXTEND is 

responsible for IT pairings in the prefix class. CHARM-

EXTEND mainly return the set of closed frequent itemset.  

Mohammed J. Zaki,[15], addressed the problem in 

the discovery of association rule mining.  They proposed 

algorithm to discovered frequent itemsets. It utilized the 

structural property of frequent itemsets. There are some 

challenging issues for mining frequent associations from the 

huge database. In this approach search space grows 

exponentially as growth in the number of attributes and 

number of database objects. To overcome this problems 

lattice–theoretic approach is utilized to decompose original 

search space into smaller pieces.  These smaller pieces are 

processed independently. For decomposition of original 

pieces there are two techniques have been used in this paper 

namely, bottom-up, top-down, and hybrid search. The 

proposed approach required few database scan and also it 

required minimum computational cost. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 
Fig. 1: System Architecture 

A. Dataset Preprocessing: 

In the given dataset utility and unit price of each item is not 

defined. System generates random values for the same. The 

quantity of each item in each transaction is randomly 

generated varying from 1 to 5.  

The tables of utility also synthetically created by assigning 

utility value to each item randomly, varying from 0.01 to 

10.00.  

B. TWU (Transaction Weighted Utility): 

In proposed system, high utilities are mine in one phase 

without candidate generation.  

Transaction weighted utilization of a pattern is the 

sum of the transaction utilities of all the transactions 

containing the pattern. It is adopted from two phase 

candidate generation approach.  

TWU being an interim, anti-monotone measure and 

then identifies high utility patterns from high TWU patterns, 

our approach directly discovers high utility patterns in a 

single phase without generating high TWU patterns 

(candidates).  

The strength of our approach comes from powerful 

pruning techniques based on tight upper bounds on utilities.  

It is lookahead strategy which is incorporated with 

the proposed approach to identify high utility itemset(HUI) 

earlier without recursive enumeration. It is based on closure 

property and singleton property. It enhances the efficiency 

of dealing with dense dataset. 

C. TU(Transaction Utility): 

Transaction utility is the summation of item utilities present 

in a transaction. Item utility is calculated using its unit profit 

and its internal utility in transaction. 

D. CAUL linear dataset generation:  

Proposed system reads the transaction from input dataset file 

generates XU table and reverse set enumeration tree which 

will be further used in DFS approach. XUT is the eXternal 

Utility Table which contains different items and their 

respective prices. Using this XUT table Transaction 

weighted utility is calculated for each item. And CAUL is 

generated for each transaction having items value greater 

than min util.  
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For implementation of CAUL, d2HUP algorithm is 

used. d2HUP starts searching high utility patterns from the 

root of reverse set enumeration tree.  

E. Pseudo Projection algorithm:  

It is the most scalable way to maintain original utility 

information and is the core of our approach. Furthermore, 

we can optimize our approach by considering two trade-offs. 

Pseudo projection algorithm repeats multiple rounds to filter 

irrelevant items. 

F. Top-k Itemset mining: 

Only selected number of top k items are extracted from the 

given dataset irrespective of minimum utility as an input.  

G. Flow of system is given in following steps: 

1) Upload transaction dataset 

2) Save Dataset 

3) Create XUT table, u(i,t)= f(iu(i,t),eu(i)) where, t is 

transaction and i is item. In this range of f is non-

negative, that is , u(i,t)>0 

4) Generate Reverse set enumeration tree using 

algorithm (1). 

5) Travel tree using DFS 

6) Identify patterns 

7) Evaluate d2HUP 

8) Calculate relevance of items 

9) Upper bound calculation 

10) Apply pseudo projection algorithm 

11) Get d2HUP value 

12) Check threshold 

13) Add itemset in HUI 

14) Display HUI itemset 

IV. ALGORITHM 

A. D2HUP Algorithm: 

D2HUP is the abbreviation of “Direct Discovery of High 

Utility Patterns”. It is integration of DFS of the reverse set 

enumeration tree. It is prunning technique to exceedingly 

reduced the number of pattern to be enumerated.  

B. D2HUP Algorithm: 

1) Create the root of prefix extension tree 

2) Build TS({}) and Ω from D and XUT 

3) N root of reverse set enumeration tree 

4) DFS (N,TS(pat(N))minU, Ω) 

5) Subroutine: DFS(N,TS(pat(N))minU, Ω) 

6) if u(pat(N))> minU then output (pat(N)) 

7) W {i|i<pat(N)} ^ uBitem(I,pat(N))> minU} 

8) if Closure(pat(N),W,minU) is satisfied 

9) then output nonempty subsets of W U pat(N) 

10) else if Singleton(pat(N)),W,minU) is satisfied 

11) then output W Upat(N) as an HUP 

12) else foreach item i ε W in Ω do 

13) if uBfpe{i} U pat(N))> minU 

14) then C the child node of N for i 

15) TS(pat(C)) Project(TS(pat(N)); i) 

16) DFS(C,TS)pat(C)), minU, Ω  

17) end foreach 

C. Pseudo Projection Algorithm: 

1) foreach relevant item j < i do 

(s[j],u[j],uBitem,[j],uBfpe[j],Link[j]) 0 

End foreach 

2) foreach utility list t threaded by link[j] do 

u(pat(N),t)u(pat(p),t)+u(I,t) 

Σ u(pat(N),t) 

3) Foreach relevant item j ε t^j< I by Ω do 

S[j]S[j]+1 

4) U[j]u[j]+u(j,t)+u(pat(N),t) 

Σ Σ+u(j,t) 

uBfpe[j]uBfpe[j]+ Σ 

End foreach  

5) foreach relevant item j ε t^j <I by Ω do 

uBfpe[j]uBfpe[j]+ Σ 

6) Thread t into the chain by link[j] 

end foreach  

end foreach 

Dataset

s 

Top K 

items 

Total 

Transactions 

HUI with 

Utility 

Time for K 

items 

Min-Utility 

Time 

Memory Evaluation - Top 

K Items 

Memory 

Evaluati

on- Min-

Utility 

Chess 50 76 3,196 25 59 128 253 

Mushro

om 
50 468 340,183 57 123 172 201 

Acciden

ts 
50 119 8,124 36 57 163 188 

Foodma

rt 
50 1559 4,141 32 75 174 204 

Table 1: Efficiency Evaluation

Table I represents system efficiency evaluation for 

various datasets such as Chess, Mushroom, Accidents and 

Foodmart. It also contains number of Top-k itemsets 

extracted from dataset, total transactions, HUI with no. of 

utilities. Later columns contain time evaluation for ‘K’-

itemset mining, Min-Utility calculation.  Also memory 

utilization in terms of top-k itmeset mining and memory 

evaluation for each dataset is given in it. 

V. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

S ‘is the system of utility mining patterns such that, 

S = {I, F, O} 

I: {ULogindetails, TS ,k, ϕ} 

Set of input items 

ULogindetails : User details 

TS : transaction dataset 

K : Result count ‘k’ 

F: {F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, F7, F8, F9, F10, F11, F12, F13,F14} Set of F1= User login 
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Functions F1(ULogindetails ) O1 

F2=Upload transaction dataset 

F3= Save dataset 

F4= Generate XUT Table 

F4(TS) O2 

F5=Generate reversed set enumeration tree 

F6= Apply DFS 

F7= Find patterns 

DFS(N, TS(pat(N), minU, Ω)O3 

F8 = Evaluate d2 HUP 

F8(TS, XUT, minU) O4 

F9= Calculate pattern relevance 

F10= Calculate upper bound 

F11= Apply pseudo projection to get value of 

d2HUP 

F12= verify threshold value 

F12(ϕ) O6 

F13= Find top ‘k’ HUI patterns 

O :{ O1, O2, O3,O4, O5,O6, O7}, Set of output 

 

O1 = User authorization 

O2 = XUT Table 

O3= Patterns 

O4= d2HUP 

O5= Patterns relevance score 

O6= Threshold value 

O7 = HUI patterns or item sets 

VI. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

Using java system is implemented on windows platform 

with coreI-5 machine having 8 GB RAM. JDK-1.7 is used 

along with Netbeans IDE to develop a desktop application. 

To store processed transaction data mysql database is used.  

A. Dataset: 

1) Chess [16]:  

This dataset was prepared by Roberto Bayardo from the UCI 

datasets and PUMSB. This dataset contains 3196 transaction 

information With 76 items. 

2) foodmart[17]:  

Dataset of customer transactions from a retail store, obtained 

and transformed from SQL-Server 2000. It contains 1,559 

items with 34;015 transactions 

 
Fig. 2: Graph of Memory evaluation 

Figure 2 depicts the graph of system memory 

utilization for top-k itemset mining and memory utilization 

for Min-Utility calculation during processing of various 

dataset such as, chess, Mushroom, Accidents and Foodmart. 

In this X-axis represents the datasets and Y-axis 

represents memory utilization 

 
Fig. 3: Graph of Time evaluation 

In figure 3, graph of time utilization for top-k 

itemset mining and Min-Utility calculation is shown. In this, 

X-axis represents various datasets and Y-axis represents the 

time in second. As per observation time required for Min-

utility calculation is more than time for Top-k itemsets. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this system, D2HUP algorithm is used to mine utility with 

the itemset share framework. It identifies high utility 

patterns without candidate generation. D2HUP algorithm,  

overcomes scalability issues exist with existing techniques. 

It mines high utility patterns with share framework which 

enhance efficiency and performance of system. It is the 

technique which has capability to discover the high utility 

patterns without candidate generation. Hence from overall 

performance of the proposed system we can predict that 

proposed system produced results with improved efficiency. 

Also user specific itemsets are shown to them i.e. Top-k 

itemsets. 
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